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A desperate voyage across the galaxy to save the human race... What could go wrong?"Like
Hitchhiker's Guide... but they have no Guide!""What's crazier than Alice jumping down the rabbit
hole? Zaggar and Robbins' journey through a Wormhole!"Full of original ideas!"Will Ziegfeld
Zaggar and his reluctant sidekick, Jack Robbins, finally get a few minutes to relax after their
journey across parallel worlds trying to save the Multiverse from a bad case of accelerated
entropy?Or will they be interrupted by a dirty rotten alien invasion?In their second outing, our
mismatched duo will be tasked to save humankind yet again, this time by traveling through a
mind-warping wormhole to the far ends of the Milky Way on a mission to convince the Galactic
Commonwealth that humans are worth saving, which may be harder than it sounds, because
they must first prove that said humans should even be considered sentient by rather stringent —
some might say dicey— standards, including a preposterous Catch-22 buried deep inside the
Galactic Handbook.To do so, Zaggar and Robbins will confront strange aliens with stranger
appetites, which may include... well, them. Not to mention a deluge of hardships, especially to
poor Robbins, who will find himself subjected to so many trials and tribulations he may be
traumatized for life... if he lives.What else can we tell you without, you know, ruining stuff?
Readers will enjoy this book if they like strange alien worlds with floating cities and ravenous
plants; a Dante-esque Inferno containing the most dangerous and disgusting criminals in the
galactic spiral... You really wouldn't want to meet any of 'em! Did I mention mind parasites that
will drive you crazy? Yeah, we got those! But not every alien is so horrible. We'll meet some
really cool ones, too. Oh... all that, and there's still a galactic bureaucracy that would make Kafka
weep. At this point, that's all we can say... even if we're being interrogated under the most painful
conditions by a Peluthian Mind Probe...With apologies to Douglas Adams, Dr. Who, Arthur
Conan Doyle, Hermann Hesse, Albert Einstein, Werner Heisenberg, and a host of others, not
necessarily in that order. Oh, and special apologies to Franz Kafka.About the so-called
author:Besides being a "so-called author," Greg Montego also purports to be a "consciousness
engineer" who circles the globe like an orbiting electron, so you can never know who he is and
where he is at the same time. But people say he has been observed in Cern, Switzerland, New
York City, and surfing the big waves of Hawaii simultaneously. So what's up with that?He holds
advanced degrees in Lucid Looking and Paradox Peeking from the Institute of 20/20 Hindsight,
but for some inexplicable reason has never been asked to speak at, or even attend, a TED Talk,
a BETTY Babble, a CHARLIE Chat or even a GARY Gab.

Praise for the 1st book in the series: Ziegfeld Zaggar, Quantum Detective & The Dirty Rotten,
Sarcastic Multiverse!Top Review From Ebook Tops:      (5.0 out of 5 stars) You know when
you're having one of those Aruthur (sic) Dent days? --Explorer Statistically, the chances that I'm



the only one who has days when nothing makes sense and I need a little bit of reality - and yes, I
said "reality", you'll see why as I continue - those odds are somewhere down around "not bloody
likely". Statistically. Of course, others like me could belong to unknown tribes deep in the Ebook
Tops jungle but, that isn't relevant.When everything seems backward, I turn to Douglas Adams. I
can open any book and pick any passage and remind myself that it's fiction and, somehow, it
makes me feel better. This book - the awesome title of which is, Ziegfeld Zaggar, Quantum
Detective & the Dirty Rotten, Sarcastic Multiverse - is like that.I'm only halfway through it but,
even if the ending is some sort of non-ending or wild wrap-up just to get it done, I've hopped
about a bit and it's definitely one of those books that you could open to any page and get a
sense that the topsy turviness of your reality isn't surreal after all. It's just...sort of...boringly
nonensical!I won't try to write any sort of synopsis but, to a hypercritical person, it may seem
slow to get where it's going but it doesn't matter because it's hilarious and even the seemingly
extraneous bits - and the bits that don't seem to make any sense - are relevant which, to an
Adams fan, who is already accustomed to that quantum manner of story-tellilng, it doesn't
matter because they're too enjoyable to skip over anyway!Definitely a book to be read and
reread and carried on one's person at all times - along with Thanks for the Fish - for those trying
and seemingly surreal experiences within the everyday task of interacting with "normal" people.
Personally, I try to avoid that but, sometimes, you have to buy tires.Good Reads: Funny
Book This one was a surprise. I was not sure what to expect when I started, but I really enjoyed
this book. It is a good funny novel that I am glad that I read. I am definitely looking forward to the
next book in this series.--Michael D Keen, A funny short read with Dr Ziegfeld Zaggar stirring up
controversy to the amazement of his associate Robbins. a laugh a minute. -- Norman Sherlock
Holmes, Hercule Poirot, Dirk Gently and now Zigfield Zaggar.Join us in an adventure of unique
and challenging mysteries. --JoelAbout the AuthorBesides being a "so-called" author, Greg
Montego purports to be a "consciousness engineer" who circles the globe like an orbiting
electron, so you can never know who he is and where he is at the same time. But people say he
has been observed in Cern, Switzerland, New York City, and surfing the big waves of
Hawaii simultaneously. So what's up with that?He holds advanced degrees in Lucid Looking and
Paradox Peeking from the Institute of 20/20 Hindsight, but for some inexplicable reason has
never been asked to speak at, or even attend, a TED Talk, a BETTY Babble, a CHARLIE Chat or
even a GARY Gab. It must be a conspiracy...
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2022 by Greg Montego,New-Media Gurus LLCAll rights reserved. This book or any portion
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37Chapter 38Chapter 39Chapter 40Chapter 41Chapter 42Chapter 43Chapter 44Chapter
45EpiloguePart OneWhat are those things in the sky?Chapter 1Zaggar and I gazed in shock at
the smoking wreckage of the quantum computer, Satoshi, strewn across the floor of our West
Side loft. The miraculous device had achieved self-awareness, and even enlightenment, for a
few blissful moments before being introduced to the tragic concept of mortality by the cat, whose
reckless decision to attack a nearby apparatus had initiated a chain of events ending in a
pyrotechnic display not unlike a small town’s Fourth of July fireworks finale.Now, the dearly
departed computer’s lava lamp enclosure lay broken into jagged glass shards; its colorful globs
of quasi-organic matter that had floated mysteriously inside, exposed to the air, pulsating with
their final beats.Among the ruins, was my scorched laptop which the AI had endowed with
billions of dollars’ worth of bitcoin, riches we would never get to enjoy since the hard drive had
been destroyed, leaving me to mourn not only the premature demise of the generous super-
computer, but the subsequent return of our financial health to life-support status.Yet, despite the
magnitude of this devastation—occurring mere hours after we had saved the Multiverse from
entropic meltdown, I might add—the fallout from the cat’s negligent homicide would soon prove
to be more disastrous than the Quantum Detective or I could ever have imagined.So, in a
textbook example of the “butterfly effect,” I blame the following account on the cat, Cheshire, a
constantly ravenous, occasionally bi-polar orange tabby, whom I strongly suggest you never try
to pet, at least not without first donning iron gauntlets or, preferably, a full suit of
armor.***BEFORE WE COULD even begin to process the disaster, however, a frantic noise
emanated from the front door.“I guess the buzzer must be on the fritz because of the blown
circuit breakers,” I said. “But I don’t like the sound of that knock!”“Very staccato,” Zaggar
observed. “I prefer a syncopated beat myself.” He patted his legs to illustrate the point.“Yes,
that’s what I meant,” I noted caustically.“Exactly,” the sleuth agreed, oblivious to my sarcasm.
“Now, stop looking so queasy and investigate who’s at the door.”“Me?” I asked, noticing a
hysterical quality to my voice. “Surely, they’re looking for you! After everything we’ve been



through, the next thing on my agenda is a nice siesta.”“Shouldn’t you be a little more enthusiastic
to launch your first case as junior partner?” asked Zaggar. “Don’t keep them waiting. You know I
always say a stranger is just a friend you haven’t met before. And friends are all potential
clients.”“No. You’ve never said that!” I countered. Then his words hit me. “Junior partner, you
say?”“Another well-deserved promotion,” proclaimed Zaggar. “So, don’t be rude and keep our
franger waiting! There, I’ve coined a new term.”“I’ll alert the media and tweet it for inclusion in the
next Oxford English Dictionary,” I responded.Zaggar stabbed his forefinger in the air
triumphantly. “Exactly the assertive action I expect from a go-getter like you, junior partner!
Meanwhile, the first thing on your to-do list should be to address that infernal racket.”“It’s
probably just a curious franger investigating the explosions,” I conjectured. “Or maybe a frangerly
SWAT team.”“Ten points for using the new word!” Zaggar said. “Please research whether we can
trademark it. I’m sure whoever came up with ‘frenemies’ must be rich by now. And hashtags.
What a genius.”“The hashtag guy didn’t make a cent,” I responded. “And it’s hard to monetize
words.”The knocking became more demanding. Whether this was the work-product of multiple
people on the other side of the door, or a just a single person beating with both fists, and at least
one foot, neither scenario suggested a positive outcome.“Now, will you please go stop that
noise!”“If we’re quiet, maybe they’ll just go away,” I proffered.He darted a look at me, which I
deemed to be a seven out of ten on the annoyance scale, a dangerously high number to
experience soon after my promotion, so I trudged to the door and called out, “Who’s there?”The
banging ceased."Open up and see already,” came an exasperated female voice.Exasperated,
yes. But the tone did not communicate the authority and rage I expected from a voice heading
up a SWAT team, so I unlatched the lock, cracked the door open and peered warily through the
gap. I thought I’d find a disturbed neighbor or a franger who’d been woken from a siesta I so
desperately needed—or perhaps any of several tenacious bill collectors—but my heart punched
me in the chest when I beheld the vision wearing a plaid skirt, matching beret, a white blouse
with a maroon tie and sensibly flat shoes.“Avon calling!” chirped The Vision.“I… I…?” I stuttered,
swinging open the door. “Irene? You’re selling Avon? But you’re a CIA agent… And you melted
into the cosmic soup!”“Irene!” Zaggar exclaimed from behind me. “Somehow, I knew you’d
return!”“I know, right?” she agreed. “But before you get all giddy on me, I have to explain that I’m
not exactly your Irene. I’m the other Irene from the alternate Earth. We met at the Magic Theater
when we were all trying to get some advice from Mr. Anansi? I was the one wearing the
Stetson?”“How could I… for… forget,” I stuttered. “It’s just hard to believe… We lost our
Irene.”She looked bereaved. “And sadly, I’ve lost my Zigzag and Robbins,” she commiserated.
“But before your Irene melted into the ether and transcended to become one with the Multiverse,
she spent her last corporeal thoughts reaching out to me—inhabiting me, might be a more
accurate term—requesting that I take Mason’s quantum elevator to join you in this reality
because there’s something of world-shattering importance that she forgot to brief you on. I mean
totally!”“I should have noticed you weren’t our Irene,” Zaggar observed. “You’re almost identical,
but your eyes are slightly more greenish blue, more Mediterranean grotto than Aegean. Didn’t



you notice, Robbins? And, no offense,” he said to her, “but Irene would never dress like that. She
was more of a Banana Republic khaki pants and sensible blouse type.”“No offense taken,” she
said. “Our Banana Republics are mostly ruled by military strongmen, but they don’t dictate the
choice of fashion in my universe.”“Here, Banana Republics are also a chain of clothing stores,” I
informed her.“That’s strange,” she replied, “what would a dictator know about retail?“I have a
thousand questions,” Zaggar interjected, “but did you mention something that Irene forgot to tell
us? Something important?”The new Irene sighed nervously. “Did she ever mention an
impending… invasion?”“An invasion?” pondered Zaggar. “Can you give me a hint?”“One
involving aliens,” Irene prompted.“Oh, an alien invasion?” Zaggar said, as if suddenly illuminated,
then turned to me. “Isn’t remembering things people say more your area of expertise?”“She did
mention something, in an offhand kind of way, if I remember correctly,” I remembered. “But I had
the impression it was Top Secret.”“Oh? Why’s that?” Zaggar asked.“Because she said she
couldn’t tell us anything about it because it was Top Secret.”“Ah, now that you mention it, I do
recall something of that nature,” Zaggar conceded. He addressed New Irene. “So, how long do
we have before they arrive?”Irene sighed and shrugged. “Well, you might have time for a quick
shower and a cup of tea. Personally, I could use a cold drink. Something fizzy?”***THE
DAZZLING, NEWLY arrived CIA agent from another Earth strutted nimbly inside the loft. In
shock at her unexpected appearance and even more unwelcome news, we followed in the wake
of her jasmine perfume, so soft it merely hinted of the first blossoms of spring, but which
nevertheless took the edge off the acrid tang of burnt electronics. She stopped to survey the
wreckage in the living room.“I fear a disaster preceded your visit,” Zaggar explained. “My
quantum artificial intelligence, Satoshi, achieved enlightenment for a short time before a
catastrophic event.”Irene shook her head dolefully as she surveyed the sparking remains of the
AI, then turned to study our still stunned faces.“I know exactly what happened here,” she
proclaimed. “The cat attacked the big swinging Foucault’s Pendulum, which broke free from its
mooring in the ceiling, just missing Satoshi housed in the large lava-lamp enclosure. You thought
disaster had been averted, but in the end, the weight broke from the ceiling, fell and shattered
the AI. What a shame.”“Exactly!” Zaggar concurred. “What an amazing deduction!”Irene shook
her head. “It wasn’t a deduction. In my world, this tragedy happened last week. Now, what about
that fizzy drink? The showdown with the evil Brillig in our universe left me parched, and there
wasn’t enough time to stop before I had to warn you about the situation!”I stepped into the
kitchen and threw open the refrigerator which must have been connected to an unaffected circuit
breaker, because it was still running. The pickings inside were sparse, as it was occupied by only
a hard salami that had arrived in a gift basket two years earlier—and could probably survive a
nuclear apocalypse—along with a six-pack of Perrier, and a few bottles of ginger-ale. I returned
carrying a bottle of each beverage for New Irene to choose from.She grabbed the Perrier,
twisted the cap, chugged it down, handed it back, then appropriated the ginger-ale from my
other hand.***“BESIDES SUCH EXTRAORDINARY thirst, are you feeling all right?” Zaggar
asked while we watched Irene slug down the soda. “I assume from your previous statement that



you must have encountered a version of Brillig who blasted you into the quantum elevator shaft,
similar to what happened to us? We would have all melted into the cosmic consommé, but for
Robbins here, who heroically clung to the outside, and was able to save my barely conscious
body by jumping into the void attached to his bungee cord. Tragically, our Irene was absorbed
into the multiverse before my junior partner could rescue her. I presume your Robbins wasn’t a
bungee jumper?”“A spelunker,” she said. “And in my reality, it was the two of you who were
blasted into the shaft, leaving me behind. I had my rope, but tragically, it wasn’t quite long
enough to reach my Zaggar and Robbins. I can still see them reaching out to grab it, but it was
just inches away from their fingertips.” Her voice cracked, and a tear glimmered in her eye.“And
what about you?” Zaggar asked. “Since you didn’t get blown into the elevator shaft, I guess you
didn’t experience what we did? The thought of all thoughts, the vibration of all vibrations, the
knowledge of all knowledge… even though it’s all useless, as we’ve forgotten it now.”The agent
shook her head. “Not per se, but when Irene possessed me, I got a contact high, so to speak. I
could sense something that was virtually impossible for the human mind to process. The
unfathomable was… unfathomable. I could only remember it for a couple of seconds after she
departed. Like trying to recall a dream after you’ve been woken by the dog barking next door.
Everything rushed away.”“That’s what happened to me,” I said. “I was taken over by the cosmic
expanse when I jumped in, but as soon as I returned to the normal world, it was like getting
woken up by a fusillade of canons! I can only remember a vague echo of it.”She gave me a look
of empathy. “Yes, the barrage of physical sensations is alarming. All the knowledge of the
universe that Irene imparted dissipated in seconds! All I remember now is the impression of it. A
shadow of its magnificence. But guys, there really is no time to waste. The alien ships are due to
arrive any minute, and according to your Irene, they’re the size of planetoids!”“Planetoids?” I
sputtered, having already forgotten about the so-called invasion. “How many?”“Hundreds,” Irene
said. “They’ve been spewing out of a wormhole that opened beyond the orbit of Pluto. This
wasn’t happening in my universe, so I can’t illuminate anything additional for you, but your
government was trying to communicate with them for months before you saved the multiverse
from meltdown. More and more of them kept appearing, and no one knows what they want. Now
they’re nearly here.”“Nearly here?” I queried. “Surely we would have heard about something that
important.” My legs were jelly. A pit of despair opened in my gut. “I thought we’d get back to
regular life! I was finally going to buy some Nikes for my next 5K run!”Just then, my iPhone
vibrated in my pocket as a news app pushed a headline to me. I fumbled frantically for it, and
couldn’t believe my eyes.“It’s too late,” I said. “According to this alert, they’ve arrived. Giant ships
are hovering over the major cities of Earth!”“Major cities?” Zaggar queried. “Then, where’s our
alien ship? Don’t the aliens know New York is considered a veritable metropolis?”“They
apparently agree. We should see one outside,” I told him.Screams emanated from the
street.Irene quaffed the rest of her ginger-ale “No rest for the weary,” she said. “Shall we take a
look?”Chapter 2We dashed down the hall… Well, Zaggar and Irene dashed. I lagged
strategically behind as backup.Zaggar reached the door first, but stopped and gave me an



appraising look. “Robbins! As the new junior partner, shouldn’t you lead the way?”He opened the
door, allowing a cacophony of shrieks and sirens to accost our ears.“Out you go,” the detective
continued, with an ushering motion of his hand. “Give us the four-one-one.”“Me?” I argued. “But I
never had my nap.”“There, there, my boy. Didn’t you hear New Irene say, ‘no rest for the
weary?’”“I didn’t take it literally!”The sleuth raised an eyebrow, waiting expectantly by the exit.
Irene smiled, fully expecting my participation in this insane venture. The alternate version of me
from her universe, now apparently diluted into the cosmic soup—he, with the cool nickname of
“Jax,” I remembered bitterly—must have been a more daring soul. Though, less cautious, less
prudent, and not to mince words, considerably less alive than I was. A spelunker, was he? See
how much that had helped him! I exhaled a put-upon sigh and plodded through the doorway as
the reluctant point man.Outside, a saucer obscured a section of the sky above the Hudson
River. Couples who had been strolling along the boardwalk near the water, probably on their way
to enjoy the park at Pier 45, ran in fright. Nannies pushed baby carriages manically down the
sidewalk, Police sirens burned the air, increasing in volume as they approached. Drivers blared
their horns and revved through traffic lights, causing a cacophony of crunching metal as several
vehicles attempted to occupy the same space at the same time.“It’s huge!” I blurted.“And that’s
the small one,” Irene informed me. “Maybe some kind of advance ship. Look behind it.”“Oh,”
Zaggar said. “Now that’s what you call a ship!”Above the saucer, the thing that really caused the
eclipse, was a massive spherical craft festooned with outlandish contraptions telescoping from
its body, cranes perhaps, along with buildings and satellite dishes, which protruded outward
from the metal skin. Dozens of smaller ships swarmed around it like bees around a hive.“But why
is it centered here, right where we happen to be?” I demanded.“Don’t complain like that,” Zaggar
scolded. “It’s not very macho.”“But it’s a big city,” I said. “It could be hovering anywhere. And I am
not complaining!”“Well, that whiny tone is generally associated with a complaint,” Zaggar said.
“Speak from the diaphragm like a proper New Yorker.”While we were mesmerized by the alien
ships, most other pedestrians had wisely decided to evacuate the area. NYPD vehicles nosed
through the automobile wreckage at the intersections. Motorcycle cops rumbled up the
sidewalk.Then a scintillating beam of light blasted down from the red saucer making me jump
backward, my bowels nearly liquidating.“It’s so pretty,” Irene said in a dreamy tone.The beam
sparkled with a spectrum of colors, like millions of glitter particles swirling in the air. Then a
circular door on the underside of ship whisked open like a camera shutter, allowing a being to
emerge from the gap. The strange light seemed to take hold of its body, allowing the alien to ride
down the dazzling shaft like an escalator.***AS IT DESCENDED, the creature maneuvered itself
towards our location, giving us plenty of time to absorb its horrific alien splendor.“Why is it
coming to us?” I whispered hoarsely, trying to speak from my diaphragm.Another blazing light
flashed from the ship. Several abandoned cars and an Ebook Tops delivery van whooshed out of
existence with gentle popping sounds, allowing the fantastic being to land gently in the vacated
space.I was dimly aware that a squad of motorcycle cops had arrived on our periphery. Military
helicopters pounded the air beyond them, offloading marines, who jumped a few feet to the



ground.“Civilians! Evacuate the area!” a voice blasted through a megaphone. “Evacuate the
area!”“They said to evacuate,” I said calmly to Zaggar and Irene. “It seems like a logical
request.”“What’s that you say?” Zaggar shouted back. “I can’t hear you over the evacuation
order.”“We should get out of here,” I yelled, then turned to go, but the quantum detective grabbed
my collar and pulled me back. “Where are your manners?” he chided. “Don’t be rude to the
frangers! And is that how you’re going to act in front of New Irene?”Just then a unit of marines in
combat gear arrived. A man wearing sunglasses and a dark civilian suit stepped from behind
them.“Really?” I drawled. “A Man in Black?”“Men,” corrected another fellow from behind him.
“And our suits aren’t black. We’re actually the Men in Very Dark Blue, the intelligence arm of the
new Space Force. Men in Black was already trademarked.”“What about the Men in Navy Blue?” I
asked.He grimaced. “The Space Force cannot be confused with the Navy! Now, didn’t you hear
the evacuation order?”Irene turned around. “Agent Wagner?” she questioned cannily. “Took you
long enough!”The agent lifted his shades. “Agent Adler? What happened to you? Your RFID chip
stopped broadcasting. We assumed you were dead.”Apparently, our reality and the New Irene’s
were similar enough to contain the same colleagues. And I was happy to note he also failed to
detect the minute change in her eye-color, and irregular, non-Banana Republic attire.“It’s a long
story,” she said. “But these men are with me. And seriously, they already saved the Multiverse
once today.”Agent Wagner gave me an appraising look. “Him? Looks a bit scrawny to be saving
the Multiverse.”“Wiry,” I replied with an edge to my voice.There was a loud musical sound to our
side. The alien was trying to get our attention.The massive being was nearly seven feet tall,
bipedal, sporting an attractive iridescent cerulean-colored skin on the main section of its body.
Legs were brownish, like strong banyan roots, with thick sinewy chords wrapped around the leg
stalks, all combining into three long rootlike toes that gripped the ground. A multitude of thick
tentacles sprouted from the upper region of the arboreal torso. Some seemed to be eyestalks,
others to be manipulative limbs, topped with tinier tentacles at the end. Some were vocal valves
that emitted a fluting noise. All were in constant movement, waving and wriggling—a blend of
tree and squid. I couldn’t tell if the skin was natural or an artificial membrane, maybe
armor.Whatever the case, the massive alien struck an atavistic terror into the very core of my
being. I tried to stop hyperventilating, but two more such creatures descended inside the ship’s
escalator of light. These seemed more militant, cradling metal rods adorned with a variety of
jewel-like buttons; instruments, I instinctively understood, to be advanced weaponry.The primary
alien bellowed from his vocal valves. First an airy arpeggio, then a slightly more solid chord, as if
adjusting to our atmosphere. Satisfied with the volume, the alien transformed the fluting music
into syllables. Words. In English. With a wispy, windy musical sound.“Call me Ishmael,” it
fluted.“Ishmael?” I scoffed before I could stop myself. Apparently my indignation was so great it
overrode my fear.“Don’t be surprised,” fluted the alien. “I took the designation from one of your
books. You cannot pronounce my actual name, as your senses are unable to perceive the
frequencies of my language. Now, tell me what happened to that incredible burst of pure
sentience we detected at these coordinates? It was here mere fleximins ago.”His two alien



companions issued a range of symphonic chords, then pointed their sticks at our front
door.“Ah…” fluted the creature. “It came from inside the domicile!” His tendrils waved in a more
coordinated way.Agent Wagner pushed in front of us. “Now see here,” he said, holding up a
tablet, then read in an official tone:“The President of the United States welcomes you to the
planet Earth. Please explain your intentions regarding our world and know that we will defend
ourselves against all aggression. However, if you come in peace, we will be most happy to begin
trade negotiations. Do you play golf?”The alien paid no attention to the welcome message,
communicating in its mesmerizing fluty language with the other two members of its landing
party, who pointed their devices at our door. The aliens marched towards us, as if we didn’t exist,
forcing us to dash out of their path or risk being bulldozed by their enormous bodies. While it
seemed that our doorway had to be too small for these gigantic creatures to enter, they squished
easily through it, like weird cephalopods, their tentacles slithering inside.We hurried behind
them, followed by the Men in Very Dark Blue, and two marines. The aliens pushed into the main
salon of our loft where they viewed the chaos, including the charred electronic parts, the askew
pendulum, and the broken lava-lamp casing of our dear departed Satoshi, which somehow
made one last dramatic fizzle.“Allow me to explain,” Zaggar said calmly.The aliens seemed to
have no forward or backward parts. Their eyestalks wriggled omnidirectionally, with a few
snaking toward the remains of the quantum artificial intelligence. Their rootlike toes retracted
from one side and slithered out the other.The fluty sounds, however, became more discordant
and menacing as the aliens communicated among themselves, their tentacles becoming
increasingly agitated.Finally, three of Ishmael’s eyestalks focused on us, while others extended
in various directions as they continued to review the wreckage up close.He rustled his vocal
valves to speak. “Our company arrived in this system to renovate some neglected planets, but
we detected a massive spike of sentience at these coordinates. Now it’s vanished.”“You must
mean Satoshi,” Zaggar explained, gesturing at the rubble. “It was an artificial intelligence.
Enlightened really, but it was unable to survive an encounter with the cat.”“Cheshire,” I added
helpfully.The alien’s eyes blinked as he processed the information. “Ah, yes,” it fluted. “A furry
quadruped, with claws and fangs. Enjoys seafood.” An involuntary shiver rippled through his
tendrils. “Awful creatures. Your ancient forebears raised them to catch vermin. But some also
worshipped them.”Wagner pushed to the forefront again. “Tell us why you’re here. What is your
purpose? How do you know so much about cats?”The alien’s limbs seemed to shrug as it
trundled in our direction, making us hustle into the street to avoid harm. The three creatures
squeezed out of the doorway, their undulating tendrils making me seasick.Ishmael waved a few
tentacles magnificently toward the sky.“This part of the galactic spiral belongs, or rather
belonged, to the great and noble Atlantikis dynasty, who used to visit here.”The word had a
whirring, breathy resonance underlying in it, but sounded an awful lot like a certain mythic
civilization mentioned by Plato.“Really?” I said in the most condescending tone I could muster.
“Are you trying to tell us the Atlantis myths are based on ancient alien contact?”He paid me no
mind.“The Magnificent Atlantikis dynasty once used this planet as a playground for their



offspring who enjoyed their youth acting as your gods. The entire extended family often took part
in the charade, appearing as regal humanesque forms, flying about in blazing chariots, traveling
on flying carpets, manifesting out of fiery volcanoes, creating chaos with one hand while gifting
ambrosia and nectar with the other. Whole pantheons of deities roamed your planet, appearing
in various guises to different civilizations. But as they matured, the children grew bored of the
sport, and moved to other pursuits—mainly trying to copulate with other members of their kind.
Your solar system was quarantined when they abandoned the planet, so has been neglected for
ages. But I’m happy to inform you that a powerful Kralaxian conglomerate has purchased a
swath of properties in this sector. They’ve retained our company to rehabilitate this system for a
reality show called Planet Flippers.”“Reality show? But we’re already here. We own the system,” I
said confidently.Three of the alien’s eyestalks swerved in my direction, making me step back in
alarm.“Hah,” it fluted in an off-pitch tone. “You’re just parasites that have taken over. See what
happens when planets aren’t maintained? The original terraforming looks like it worked well
enough here, but the landscaping was not successful on what you call Mars and Venus, so it’ll
be a tough job to spruce up those unfashionable chunks of rock and give them some curb
appeal. And we’ll have to get rid of that ugly construction debris left behind by the original
builders—the ancients. Amazing your civilization hasn’t been wiped out by some of those pesky
asteroids! They must hit your planet from time to time with apocalyptic results. But we can use
them for construction material. Recycling and repurposing that kind of trash won’t be easy, but
the environmentalists will approve, so it’ll be good for ratings!”The alien shivered, which I
supposed was a gesture of disgust. “And that moon of yours! A complete debacle. The original
blueprints in the old Hall of Records specified a lovely garden. Whatever happened there? What
a waste! Something must not have been up to the Ancient’s standards, and even the
Atlantikisans who came much later did not consider the system worth further investment. Maybe
too many gas giants, as they tend to attract a bad element. We’ll have to check them out for
infestation by a few species that sniff hydrogen.” He ended with a confused chord.Wagner
stepped forward. “I’m afraid this is totally out of the question! This is our system, and we have
laws. We don’t stand for illegal immigration. You need a proper visa. We still have a wall!”Several
eyestalks snaked towards the miffed official who bravely stood his ground. The alien’s skin
changed from its previously attractive cerulean to a disturbed, pulsating, bruised tint. One
tentacle whipped out a square device, like a transparent tablet, from a pocket of his natural skin
or suit. A few eyestalks hovered over the device, eyelids blinking.The creature made a new
sound, like an upset, trumpeting elephant. Several tentacles waved maniacally.“We show no
signs of sentient life in possession here. You’re just squatters who have taken over someone
else’s property and will be deported to a reservation on another world. We detected one massive
surge of sentience, a veritable beacon of enlightenment, for a few short fleximins, and were
concerned that we might have to abandon the project and move on. The Kralaxians would have
been furious, but laws are laws. Conveniently, you solved the problem for us by murdering the
singularity just before we arrived.”At this point, Cheshire hopped onto a nearby window ledge.



He glared at the alien being, eyes mesmerized by the waving tentacles, making me fear that he
would attack the creature in the same way he had attacked the pendulum. I realized then that our
entire human civilization might be in jeopardy because of the actions of a single felonious
feline.***“BUT WE ARE SENTIENT,” I insisted. “And there are billions of sentient humans living
on our planet. You just called us a civilization. You can’t just deport us.”The tentacles waved
wildly in the air. “Just because you possess a low level of intelligence and can technically
communicate between yourselves, doesn’t mean you’re legally sentient and have any status
under the laws of the Galactic Commonwealth. Just look at what you’ve done to this world! Good
thing we arrived before you turned the place into a cesspool. At this rate, it would have only
taken a few more of your years before the poles melted and entire continents were inundated.
Imagine the work it would have taken us to build new landmasses! Would a sentient species
allow that to happen?”“Zaggar,” I said, turning to the detective. “Surely you can explain to the
nice alien how sentient we are!”The detective whipped out his magnifying glass and held it at
various lengths between his eye and the creature as he frowned.“The problem is I think the alien
franger makes quite a lot of sense,” Zaggar stated. “So, this is probably more of a task for my
junior partner,” he responded. “You know I’m not a micro-manager. And you were doing so well
with that intelligence versus sentience argument you were prattling on about before. Go on…
The fate of humanity rests on your shoulders!”“What?” I cried. “The fate of humanity? Surely
that’s something important enough to interest upper management?”The detective’s eyes took on
a glazed, distracted expression that either meant he was formulating a genius idea or had
become bored by the circumstances. Probably the latter. But then he sighed and jumped into the
debate, directing a fresh argument to the skeptical creature.“But humans think, we have
consciousness, we philosophize, create art, literature, and mathematics… As you said, we
communicate! I’m communicating with you now.”He counted off these key points with his fingers
as the alien sniffed derisively in response.“It’s of no matter,” Ishmael proclaimed symphonically,
his skin or suit vibrating through brownish hues. “You talk to your dogs and cats, but are they
sentient? Even slime mold and algae communicate with various methods. To meet our official
definition of sentience is a different matter entirely. To even be considered sentient-adjacent—a
designation that would endow you with certain inalienable rights—you would need to register on
our instrumentation. We would identify it, like we did that phenomenal blast of pure sentience
that initially brought us to this location. There has been nothing of that order since the ancients
transcended. Oh, how I would’ve loved to discuss the nature of the universe with an enlightened
being like that! Such a discovery would have made headlines throughout the civilized
galaxy.”“Well, what about dolphins and whales?” I queried. “Many people believe cetaceans are
more intelligent than humans!”A wave of consternation ruffled Ishmael’s tentacles. He shifted
through a barrage of colors that gave me hope this new line of reason might have legs, or at
least fins.“We have already sent planetary readings to the High-Court. They’ve determined
cetaceans to be otherly intelligent. It’s a gray area. But since they’ll benefit from the renovation of
this planet, enjoy clean oceans, increased nutritional sources, no hunting, among other



amenities, there is no violation of our policies.”Zaggar became involved with his magnifying
glass again, squinting up at the saucer. Irene was speaking to Wagner, who wasn’t paying
attention, as he was busy texting someone on his cellphone, perhaps the President or a Cabinet
member. I couldn’t believe this important negotiation was defaulting to me.“Surely there must be
something else?” I argued. “Won’t humans eventually evolve into beings who fit your definition of
sentience?The alien’s skin cycled to the original cerulean again. He made a fluty chirping noise
that may have been a sarcastic laugh.“You should have thought about that earlier and evolved
already. Not very forward thinking of you. But if a species fails to register on our-instrumentation,
it can be approved as sentient-adjacent by being able to open and secure a wormhole for
interstellar travel. And to be capable of opening such a wormhole, you must be developed
enough to metabolize the element espacium in order to perceive the existence of the twelve-
dimensional tunnel-worms that create them.”“That’s the only other way?” I asked
incredulously.The creature mused for a moment, its tentacles swaying modestly. “Alternatively,
you can announce to the cosmos that you’ve gained adjacency by creating a Fast Radio Burst
that can be detected throughout the universe, or at least several nearby galaxies.”“But even if we
could do that, such a massive explosion would wipe us out!” Zaggar contributed.“There’s that,”
the alien consented. “That’s why it’s usually only conducted by energy-based beings who can
withstand it.”“We’ve been studying that kind of phenomena for years,” Zaggar admitted. “There
are thousands of FRBs emanating from galaxies across the universe. The scientific community
has been mystified about how they’re created.”“Many are intergalactic communications,”
explained the alien. “Subspace transmission only works intra-galaxy.”Wagner apparently finished
sending his text or tweet and stepped forward belligerently. “The President says it’s simple, just
hand over some of this espacium, and we will have the most intelligent members of humanity
test it. He will take it himself.”The alien eyestalks waggled, accompanied by a scoffing kazoo
sound.“Give you espacium? The most valuable element in the galaxy? Are you mad?”Additional
military vehicles arrived, offloading marines and soldiers. Several F-16 fighter jets blasted our
eardrums as they scrambled between the saucer and the planetoid ship. They were shadowed
by a phalanx of nearly silent stealth fighters.Wagner seemed bolstered by the show of military
might and had forgotten about the alien vessels stationed above the major cities of the world,
not to mention the additional fleet buzzing about the solar system.“Well, how much does this
espacium cost?” he demanded.The alien breathed out an otherworldly sigh, accompanied this
time by the nauseating odor of rotting fish. A half-dozen stalks jammed themselves into the
proximity of the Man in Very Dark Blue’s angry face.“Espacium is the most precious element in
the Galaxy,” explained the alien patiently. “And since the Kralaxians bought this system, you are
certainly not in a position to barter anything in it. Even if, I might add, it was legal to sell it to
you.”“Why is that?” challenged the increasingly flustered agent.The alien waved a tentacle. “It’s
one of our most basic tenets, of course. A being is not sentient if they cannot metabolize
espacium. A being cannot purchase espacium unless they are sentient. It would be like selling
alcohol to minors. To infants. To an amoeba, really.”“Who wrote that regulation? Kafka?” I



mumbled under my breath. “A real Catch-22.”The alien proved to have extraordinary hearing, as
it responded, “Not a Catch-22. It’s under Clause 42 of the Galactic Handbook.”I took a deep
breath. Clearly, the Man in Very Dark Blue was of no use.”“Is there any other way to obtain the
espacium without buying it?” I enquired.Several eyestalks whipped in my direction. Behind the
alien, I could see the two backup creatures becoming increasingly agitated, their eyes waggling
in all directions. They fluted noises to the main extraterrestrial, who produced musical sounds in
return. His eyes and tentacles focused on me.“Well,” it communicated melodically. “You could
become a miner for a year on Bellissimas, one of the few planets in the spiral where espacium
exists.” The word “Bellissimas” was accompanied by lovely violins and flutes in the background,
instantly creating a vision of a paradise in my mind’s eye.“Wouldn’t an advanced civilization such
as yours use robots to mine?” I asked.The question hit a nerve. The alien tentacles waved
mightily, and its skin cycled through a confused pixilated pattern.“It’s against the law,” he
explained in a minor key. “Ever since the Robotic Revolution, which we barely survived. While
espacium must be ingested by biological organisms to be effective, if not properly shielded, it
exudes a radiation that causes various types of electronics to evolve into superconducting
circuitry that become sentient-like, with the vindictive side-effect of creating a desire to
overthrow any biological overlords. So, only organic species are sanctioned to be miners. Not
even androids or any creature that has electronic implants is allowed near the planet. It’s
arduous labor, but pays well. At the end of their contract, the more productive laborers will earn a
few grams of processed espacium, depending on their output, which is enough for a few doses.
The experience is so incredible, so overpowering, so wonderful, that even though it may last
mere fleximins, miners work their entire lives to continue receiving payment.”“These fleximins,
you mention,” asked Zaggar. “What are they exactly?”Ishmael sighed. The alien exhaled an odor
of a corpse flower in full bloom, a smell so putrid it’s known to cause instant vomiting in some
subjects.“Since time does not feel the same for all beings in all sections of the civilized galaxy,
fleximins and other flexi-units take the variations of local time and perceived time into account.
For instance, a being who has lived a thousand of your years experiences the minutes, days,
hours, and years much differently than a juvenile of the species. Likewise, the cycle of planets
around their respective suns and the length of their days all differ. So, flexi-units attempt to unify
the time experience. This is one of the magnificent attributes of espacium. The effects may only
last a few fleximins, but that amount of time is different for each being who ingests it. For many, it
feels like a lifetime.”“And how does the espacium allow you to open a wormhole… presumably to
travel the galaxy?” Zaggar questioned.“The purist examples are distilled by a master brewer for
about a hundred of your years in the heart of a star before it can actually be used to
communicate with the wormhole entities. But there are many flavors.”“Flavors? Like cherry? Or
mint?” I asked.The alien had returned to a subject he enjoyed. His skin colors unpixellated and
resolved to the iridescent cerulean blue.“Well, some of the more popular flavors are wide-
thought, for instance, which makes all your prejudices melt away—often taken by our leaders
and diplomats. Then there’s high-thought, multi-thought, strange-thought, grand-thought, vast-



thought, sublime-thought, mind-over-matter, euphoria, humor, cosmic-thought, and dream-
thought amongst many others. My favorite is Nirvana. Complete bliss. Exceedingly rare and
expensive, that one. Other top tiers include com-thought—to communicate, as I said, with the
tunnel worms to open a wormhole—and quantum or master-thought that encompasses all the
rest. Individuals with quantum minds capable of absorbing those most highly distilled flavors are
called Endelukes; some of whom can travel anywhere in the universe with their minds.”“Well,
there you go,” I said, gesturing at Zaggar. “My friend is the Quantum Detective. He thinks
quantumly. And Irene is a CIA agent from the Quantum Division. Even I experienced the cosmic
ether for several seconds of true enlightenment. I grokked all the secrets of the universe, the
colors and sounds of the underlying fabric of the cosmos… before I forgot it all.”“Impossible!”
The alien exploded in a violent dissonance that sounded like flatulent bagpipes.“I assure you it’s
true,” I said. “In fact, you have us to thank for the continued existence of the galaxy. The entire
multiverse almost suffered entropic meltdown, and you would all have perished!”“We did feel a
strange distortion recently, but thought it was a residual effect from transiting the wormhole,” said
Ishmael. He waved his tentacles, as if to shrug off this new information. “Well, if you’ve
experienced such a mind-expanding incident, you should be able to calculate pi to the tenth
power.”“Pi to the 10th power!” I sputtered. “That’s impossible.”Zaggar cleared his throat.
“Elementary! I can solve that in my sleep.”“To a thousand decimals,” Ishmael fluted calmly.“A
thousand decimals, you say? Give me a few minutes,” Zaggar said, his eyes gazing into the sky.
He counted on his fingers and mumbled, “Carry the…”Then the alien delivered the coup de
grâce. “In twelve dimensions,” he added.Zaggar blew out a breath. “In twelve dimensions? The
heat-death of the universe will take place before I finish that.”Several of the alien’s eyes swerved
over to his associates. A strange and frightening communication ensued between them that
sounded less flutelike and more like the bagpipes again, but with the addition of off-key tubas
being played by first-week music students.“Just so there are no legal ramifications. We will retest
you,” the alien finally decreed.The two other terrifying creatures undulated forward on thick roots,
holding devices that looked like lighted Rubik’s Cubes which they had excavated from rootlike
folds of their skin or suits, then pointed the gadgets at our trio. The devices glowed and
purred.Ishmael’s tentacles waved like branches in a blustery wind.“There is a residual reading
showing that each of you three creatures attained sentience for several fleximins, but the
capacity is no longer accessible to you. And you are well below that threshold now. In fact, I have
a pet rock capable of higher thought patterns. And you,” it said, stabbing a tentacle at me. “Are
considerably less lifey than the others. How is that possible?”“Don’t hold that against him,”
Zaggar interrupted. “He was tricked by a forest ghoul who tried to consume his soul in a parallel
world when we were saving the Multiverse.”Meanwhile, the secondary aliens blared trumpet
noises at Ishmael. Their coloration deepened into a sickly green.“We must confer with our
superiors,” the alien fluted at us. “If we expend too much energy to fix up this system and one of
you suddenly leaps into sentience again… It might be awkward. The Anti-Interference League
would be up in arms. We can’t afford to have them picket again. It nearly bankrupted the



company. We had to terraform three worlds at our own expense to accommodate some basic-
level fauna like you—slugs, I think. A judge decided they were sentient-adjacent because they
had conquered fusion energy. Have you done that yet?”“Not quite,” Zaggar admitted, “but we’re
close! Give us another couple of decades and we’ll get there!”The alien wasn’t paying
attention.While his friends had only spoken to Ishmael in their own language to this point, I
suddenly noticed that one was speaking in recognizable fluty-sounding English words. Its
eyestalks looked menacingly at the three of us as it stabbed a weapon in our direction.“We could
simply liquify them,” the creature speculated. “They’re just parasites and we’d be cleaning up the
place.”Ishmael looked disturbed. Quirky movements rippled through his tendons. “We could be
held up for flexeons in court if the activists got wind of it. Remember the Crackinsar Coverup?
We can’t let that happen again. It’s in all the law-texts now—with your names attached if you
recall. I will communicate with the Kralaxian High-Council. They’re currently in session as I
informed them we had detected the singularity.”The bizarre creature removed his tablet device
again and pointed it at a section of the street. A 3D depiction of five alien creatures projected
nearby, looking quite lifelike. Not transparent or ghostly, though I figured they must be some kind
of hologram. These were a different race of alien, looking somewhat like ferocious lions. Three
sported massive manes braided into thick intricate locks. Two seemed feminine, with elegantly
plaited ruffles ornamented with jewels. Their body fur was long and silky, looking like brushed
strands of gold. Each brandished impressive saber-teeth that had been elaborately
scrimshawed and inlaid with precious metals. They wore black leather garments featuring silver
studs, had expressive pointy ears that twitched as they spoke, and tails that flicked with catlike
annoyance.“It’s like using alien Zoom!” Irene said, her first observation in a while.The aliens
seemed angry, communicating in a language that sounded like they were crunching gravel, or
maybe bones, in their mouths. Ishmael fluted back at them, his tendrils waving violently once or
twice before subsiding. The meeting continued for about fifteen minutes, then the hologram
vanished. Several of the emissary’s eyestalks resumed their focus on us.“As per galactic law,”
the alien warbled windily, “the Kralaxian High Council, will give you an opportunity to prove your
sentience while we begin improvements to the other planets in this solar system. As you may
have noticed, the Kralaxians were quite disturbed at this turn of events. They would never have
finalized this purchase if the seller had divulged a nuisance such as yourselves. No wonder the
place was a bargain.”Agent Wagner thrust himself boldly forward. “We can pay for your
espacium in gold, diamonds—whatever you like!”The creature made a distressed chord.“That
was an E-flat seventh!” Zaggar informed us.“Somehow I don’t imagine that’s good,” Irene
noted.“Bah! What value are gold or diamonds?” Ishmael asked haughtily. “Such elements
abound in the galaxy. Or we can simply manufacture them. But even if they were of value, it
would be of no use. We simply cannot sell espacium to the likes of you. The single loophole is
that if you labor in the mines for a year you can opt to be paid with espacium.”A large, muscled
marine stepped from behind the second Man in Very Dark Blue. “I’ll be the miner,” she barked.
Three other marines and several soldiers also volunteered in a chorus of “Ayes.”The monstrous



entity waved its tendrils. “No. It must be one of these three that register a glancing echo of
sentience. Otherwise, we wouldn’t be able to make a payment to you in espacium. That’s the
ruling from the Crackinsar case, and a subsequent court order on conducting future business.
So, pick amongst yourselves.” He pointed a tendril at our trio.“I hate to say this,” I said to Zaggar,
“but since you’re the genius among us, you have the best chance of proving humans are capable
of sentience.”“I’ll be happy to do it,” Irene said. “I’m a government agent, even if it was for a
government on a parallel Earth!”“Yes,” I said, “Clearly, it must be you, then.”“But Robbins,” Zaggar
said. “You’re the athlete here. Didn’t you recently run an impressive 5K?”“I came in nearly last of
over one-hundred participants,” I answered bitterly. “Plus, there’s my lactose intolerance… Who
knows what kind of food they serve?” I quickly started thinking of additional excuses in case
those were deemed insufficient.The creature trilled a satisfied arpeggio, accompanied by his
tentacles doing a little dance. “You might be interested to know about one of the side effects of
espacium,” he warbled. “The radiation that bathes the espacium mine will regenerate the amount
of life force you currently lack. Top off your tank, if I understand your Earth idiom correctly. It may
even increase your lifespan by a hundred or so of your years. Otherwise, you don’t have long
before you expire.”“Expire?” I said, then coughed. “I hadn’t really had time to think about
that.”“Another benefit,” the alien continued, “may be that if you’ve already experienced
enlightenment from the universal ether before, it might catapult you into a permanent state of
cosmic consciousness.”“Increased lifespan?” I asked. “Cosmic consciousness?”Zaggar seemed
energized by this additional detail. “It’s just what you need, Robbins! What’s a year of hard labor
compared to an extended lifetime of cosmic bliss?”One marine began chanting, “ROB-BINS!
ROB-BINS.” Several others joined the chorus, like a bad dream.Irene hit me with her azure gaze,
then reached out with a well-manicured hand. “You’ve got this, Jack,” she said. “It’s up to you to
save humanity.”“I… I don’t know,” I equivocated. “Maybe they’ll put humans on a nice
reservation? Some pretty out of the way planet where we can continue evolving?”Ishmael ruffled
his limbs to get our attention. “There’s one called Cremator that the Atlantikis clan hasn’t been
able to offload yet,” the alien told us. “A bit too close to its sun. Undevelopable on account of the
scorching heat… and the demons.”“Demons?”Zaggar gave me a pat on the arm. “You must save
us from the demons, Robbins. This is your chance to recharge your life force. Now, go with the
alien frangers and make us proud!”“What’s a year?” New Irene prompted. “Especially if you earn
an extra hundred of them?”I sighed. “Okay,” I capitulated. “Since I apparently don’t have a lot of
life left in me if I don’t.”A tentacle holding the tablet extended towards me. “Please sign here,”
came the alien’s musical voice.I was appalled. “A contract? It’s against my policy to sign a
contract without proper legal representation.”“You must sign now in order to arrive at Bellissimas
in time for the next year-long shift. You can’t just start any time you like. There’s a schedule.
Orientation! Also, some fun sports to help get you in shape. Everyone loves Bellissimas. It’s one
of the most beautiful planets in the Commonwealth.”“Bellissimas!” Irene said, clapping her
hands. “It sounds marvelous.”“Yes, quite the place,” the alien chimed. “And you two shall also
enjoy visiting… The head of the High Council owns an estate on the planet, and since he’s



essentially your owner, he’s recalling you home as servants until your sentience can be
established.”“Servants!” Irene exclaimed.“Ah… pets…” said the alien, cagily. “I meant
pets.”“Pets!” cried Zaggar.“My apologies. Wrong word again. Your primitive language is so
inexact. Guests. That’s it. Guests.”“Perhaps we should just stay here?” Zaggar observed. “I have
many tasks on my to-do list. Have to clean up the loft… And with Robbins gone, someone will
need to answer the phone and feed the cat.”“Nonsense, human. The Grand Councilaire insists.
We can easily override your desires with a command code written deep into your DNA by the
Atlantikis clan,” he continued, playing a royal orchestra behind the words. “They had to ensure
humans couldn’t revolt. What do you suppose all that junk code is in your genes? Watch me
raise your appendages.”Ishmael touched his futuristic device and suddenly my arms shot up like
a marionette. So did Zaggar’s, Irene’s, Wagner’s, and everyone else within hearing range. The
weird thing was my limbs didn’t raise themselves. Some integral, deep-rooted impulse inside my
mind made me want to raise my arms. As if there wasn’t anything I desired to do more.The alien
clicked the pad, and suddenly I wanted to drop my arms. “We’re not supposed to do that,
according to galactic protocols, but you needed a demonstration.”“Well, that was interesting,”
Zaggar said. “Since we appear to have no choice in this matter, can we at least visit with
Robbins when we’re on this Bellissimas planet? Keep his spirits up?”The off-worlder’s tentacles
danced, its cerulean skin glowed. “Of course!” it piped. “After all, it’s not a prison.”Chapter 3How
long do we have to get ready?” I asked the alien. “We only just saved the Multiverse when we
arrived home to find Satoshi in the throes of enlightenment. Then the cat attacked the Foucault’s
pendulum and one thing led to another… Chaos!”“Not exactly a Foucault’s pendulum…” Zaggar
corrected me. “Far more complicated. It was affected by the minute forces of gravity from all the
planets of the solar system, and was supposed to create a message that would illuminate
mankind. But for some mysterious reason it turned out to be inscribing your true nickname. Too
bad it got erased before we could read it.”“Doesn’t matter,” I interrupted. “The device has been
destroyed, my true name along with it. And I need a nap.”“A nap would be nice,” Irene agreed. “I
haven’t recovered from the multiverse adventure in my reality, either. I’m so thirsty… and ticklish.
This alien invasion is over-stimulating.”Ishmael drew himself up, tendrils vibrating, colors turning
dark as a storm front again. He tapped the tablet. “You will come now,” he commanded.I
unexpectedly found myself marching towards the sparkling beam of light. The idea to follow
Ishmael’s command suddenly became the most important thing in my mind, top of my to-do list. I
would have forded rivers, climbed mountains, and battled a throng of zombies to follow him.
Behind me came Zaggar and Irene without saying a word. They, too, were in thrall.At least, I
thought, I was ready for anything since I was still wearing my go-anywhere shoes. Though my
socks had to be getting a bit worn.“You can’t just kidnap U.S. citizens,” said Wagner. “It’s just not
done.”“Go home, humans,” Ishmael fluted loudly. The order echoed along the boulevard as if he
had blasted it through a megaphone.So powerful and absolute was his command to our human
junk DNA, that without hesitation the two Men in Very Dark Blue, the soldiers, and the Marines
turned and walked away. Each, I knew, was not only evacuating the area, but would be returning



“home,” wherever they considered home to be. Whether it was their army barracks, Marine base,
or their childhood residence back in Grand Rapids or Pascagoula—that’s where they would end
up.The fresh command made me turn to go back to the loft.“Not you three,” Ishmael countered.
“You must board the ship.”The order caused my brain to will my body to swivel, then march
toward the cone of light being broadcast from the vessel. There, a force cradled my body and
lifted me diagonally up an escalator of light. Sparkling crystals imbued everything, clung to my
skin like living glitter, imparting a tingling charge that made the hair on my arms quiver. It would
have been thrilling if I wasn’t being kidnapped to slave away in the alien espacium mines for a
year.Zaggar and Irene followed at my heels and rose gently behind me. The portal in the saucer
irised open; we were sucked within the ship and deposited inside a glowing room.Ishmael and
his pair of cohorts entered after us, then the henchmen rushed ahead up a ramp.“We have a
small crew aboard this ship,” Ishmael fluted. “So, they’re also the pilots. Follow me. We’ll meet
them in the Overwatch, then navigate through the fleet before making a quick ride to the outer
fringe of your solar system to access the wormhole.”“The wormhole that formed past the orbit of
Pluto?” Zaggar inquired, remembering what Irene had said. “You call that a quick ride? It’s over
four light hours from Earth. It would take an Atlas rocket, our fastest spacecraft, years to travel
that far, even with sustained thrust.”“Yes, with your primitive science, it would,” Ishmael
answered. “Whatever you consider to be technology is like simple arithmetic compared to trans-
dimensional calculus. We will arrive in less than thirty Earth days.”At that point, something
monumental struck me. “Just think,” I remarked. “We’re the first humans aboard an alien
spacecraft!”“Hardly,” corrected Ishmael, tendrils writhing. “Thousands of humans have been
abducted over the years for sport, experimentation, and the occasional hearty meal. I myself
have probed many of you over the flexeons while seeking the next Star-Jewel of Atlantikis.”“Star-
Jewel?” Irene asked. “Is that why aliens kidnap and probe humans?”“Exactly. The human
experiment on Earth wasn’t just so the Atlantikis spawn could have their fun and games. Your
DNA was also programmed to create a unique jewel that will eventually grow inside a single
human body. Whoever retrieves the gem will have the power to become the new head of the
Atlantikis dynasty, which encompasses several sentient species across this spiral of the
galaxy.”“That seems awfully inefficient,” I said. “Why go through all that bother! And if they did,
and the human race was so valuable, why take over our solar system now? It makes no
sense.”“Robbins has a point,” Zaggar concurred thoughtfully. “His dung-color eyes hide a
modicum of intelligence.”“Dung-color!” I exclaimed, then shifted the subject. “What about this so-
called Star-Jewel? Why was it programmed to grow inside a human?”“Oh, that?” Ishmael fluted
in a confused tone. “It’s similar to the way some Earth insects lay eggs inside a host to consume
the body for food after they hatch. The Atlantic race must code DNA into a host to create a new
Star-Jewel for their next monarch before the prior one loses its energy. They quarantined your
world for thousands of your years to make sure it would have time to gestate. That’s probably
why you’ve noticed so few aliens, and why, when they have visited, most of them are trying to
poach the jewel, so do their best to remain as secret as possible. The Atlantikis Prime Lord sent



agents like me at various intervals to check and report on how things were progressing, and
whether there was any sign of the jewel. It’s a mystery why it’s never turned up.”Zaggar scanned
the curved hallway and the ceiling above our heads as we continued up the massive
corridor.“This definitely looks like it was constructed for creatures the size of Ishmael’s race,” the
detective observed. Then a thoughtful expression descended over his face. “We don’t even
know what to call them,” he finished.“Excuse me, Mr. Ishmael,” Irene said, as we passively
followed the massive alien, apparently still partially under the spell created by the DNA
command sequence. “What do you call your species?”The alien’s rootlike legs writhed and shot
forward, but several eyestalks and vocal valves twisted back towards us and breathed a strange
discordant noise.“Pardon me,” I said, “I didn’t quite get that.”Ishmael made another blast, turned
slime green, and belched out a stench like the corpse flower again. “Bah! You cannot even hear
most of the frequencies in our name, both higher and lower than your puny aural organs can
sense. It’s like your pathetic eyesight. You only have three cones in your eyes to see
combinations of red, blue, and yellow. Even your lowly hummingbird has four cones and can see
into the ultraviolet range. My race can see and hear deep into other wavelengths, so it reflects in
our language. But to answer your question… in the antiquity of your civilization, when the
Atlantikisans brought us here to strike fear into your races, some of you believed we were
monsters, called us Cthulhu, and built stone fortresses, pyramids and whole cities on high
mountaintops and deep inside cave systems to hide and protect themselves from our… ah…
predations. Humans, as I may have mentioned, are very tasty.” Its coloration flitted through a
delightful spectrum. “I was but a sapling then. Happy days,” he finished.“Cthulhu?” I repeated. “I
thought they were supposed to be huge monsters. And somewhat… fictional.”“Fictional? Do I
look fictional? Our race lives thousands of your years,” he declared. “We are born as spores, so
small you could breathe in a lungful of us that would sprout in your body and go unnoticed for
years before they burst out through your orifices. And like your redwoods and sequoias—we
keep growing. Some of our specimens become giants, and often take to the seas because of our
size. We can also enjoy many careers during that span of time. I, for instance, have been an
inventor, a musician, a celebrity chef, a lawyer, a military officer, a sportscaster, a spiritualist, and
a noted children’s book author.”“Isn’t everybody?” I muttered.We trailed the alien obediently up
the circular ramp which reminded me of the Guggenheim Museum.“This walk is exhausting,” I
said, after a while. “All this technology and you don’t have an elevator?”“An elevator?” he replied.
“What’s that?”“A sealed compartment in a shaft that lifts you between floors, so you don’t have to
walk.”“Hmmm….” Said the alien. “I will have to access that information in your database. We
have the light escalators to exit and enter ships. But those are for the exterior. Who would have
considered placing something like that inside? Don’t tell anyone, or I’ll liquify you. This will be my
invention!”“But those planetoid-sized ships?” I asked. “How do you travel around inside
those?”“We get a lot of exercise,” explained the alien. “And you probably noticed all those small
shuttles buzzing around outside the hulls, delivering occupants to various levels. Some ships are
so large that we have flying vehicles inside, too. Ships inside ships. And monorails.”“I can’t



believe you never invented the elevator,” I said, getting irate. “And another thing, getting back to a
member of the human race incubating this Star-Jewel thingy you mentioned, if we’re so
important, why are we so dispensable you’d take over our solar system and deport us to God
knows where?”“Despite my long-term reverence for the Atlantikis dynasty, their influence has
waned. They backed the wrong candidate for succession to the Emperor’s Crystal Throne and
have been bankrupted by fines. That’s why they had to raise capital by selling off properties like
this solar system. Now, none of the dynasty’s higher echelon wish to be consecrated as the new
Prime Lord, as anyone who takes over the clan now would find themselves saddled with trillions
of zandons in debt. You’ve probably noticed there have been fewer stories of your humans being
kidnapped and probed in recent years. The effort wouldn’t be cost effective.”“I’m still curious
about the jewel,” Irene said. “There are billions of humans. What’s the probability of finding a
single individual gestating it? Talk about a needle in a haystack!”“Your race has proliferated more
than expected. But, while the jewel will send out a signal, it will only do so once at maturity.
That’s why so many of your societies have a puberty rite programmed into their cultures. But the
signal is well-known to have been missed once or twice on prior occasions because of
subspace interference. So after puberty, possible human incubators will emit a peculiar odor that
our sensors can detect, but we have to probe them to make sure.” Several of Ishmael’s eyestalks
whirled around at me. “In fact,” it continued. “This Robbins creature would be a prime candidate
for probing if it was still a worthwhile pursuit. Can’t you smell it?”“I never had time for a shower,” I
complained. “Or a nap after being chased by a Jabberwock, having part of my soul consumed,
and traveling between parallel universes. What do you expect?”The beast’s tendrils danced
wildly. “It’s something deeper,” it fluted menacingly. “Imagine, if after all the billions of humans
who have lived and died, you’re the one with the jewel? I might give you a little probe just to solve
the mystery, even if the stone is worthless. Maybe get a cameo on Planet Flippers. If the
audience likes me, I could become a recurring character! A whole new career. Do you ever have
strange dreams where you’re flying?”“Everyone has those!” I answered. “Is it possible the person
lived and died already?” I queried.A breeze seemed to shift Ishmael’s extremities as he
answered. “If the host dies, the jewel will keep it alive until it can transfer itself to another. It’s
really a symbiotic life form, so, it has yet to manifest. But again, it no longer matters. The Star-
Jewel would be a terrible burden to whomever controlled it.”***WE CONTINUED THE ENDLESS
counterclockwise trek up the ramp. There were doorways to our left and portholes on the right
where we could see that the ship had already ascended above the clouds.“It’s amazing we’re
moving so fast,” I said. “There’s no engine noise or even a feeling of motion! It’s like we’re
standing on solid ground.”Zaggar glanced at me meaningfully. “Good thing, too. Remember your
helicopter ride to the Jaguar King ruins in Guatemala? What happened there?”“I have no idea
what you’re talking about,” I responded sternly.“Didn’t the team leader post something about a
veritable sea of vomit. What did they nickname you? King Pukeious the Great?”“Nothing of the
sort,” I scoffed. “Now, look outside. We’ve hit space already. There must be some kind of artificial
gravity on this ship.”“Of course,” Ishmael answered. “You can’t see graviton wave-particles?



Imagine thinking yourselves sentient!”“And look at the size of that ship!” I exclaimed. “What is
that?”“What does it look like?” Ishmael fluted at me with a derisive backup chord, like watching a
movie with a soundtrack behind the dialog. “That’s one of our terraforming ships.”We paused at a
wide porthole to view a convoy of planetoids stretching far into the distance. Hundreds of
them.“My god!” I said.“Yes,” Ishmael fluted. “You used to call us that.”***“IMPRESSIVE,”
ZAGGAR ACKNOWLEDGED. “These are all for terraforming?”“Not all,” Ishmael admitted. “Some
are from The Raging Quasar Production Company, here to record the program. This will be the
first season to document the renovation of an entire solar system, so they’re expecting massive
ratings. Besides the construction and production vessels, there are, of course, the demolition
ships. Demo-days are always audience favorites!”“Demo Days?” I gulped. “What exactly do you
demo?”The alien eyestalks waved about. “Whatever’s unsalvageable. Sometimes we must raze
a planet to its core and rebuild it from the ground up, so to speak. In this system, for instance,
we’ll fill in craters on Mars and turn what you call that giant extinct volcano, Olympus Mons, into
a resort. On Earth we’ll move some oceans around, break off chunks of your continents and turn
them into big islands, and change the weather systems to minimize hurricanes, typhoons and
tornadoes. Our patrons like to own their own estates, and different species prefer different
climates. Some will enjoy the tropics, and others will prefer the cold. Others thrive
underwater.”“You’re going to turn the world into a series of islands?” I yelled.“Large private
estates. We already have deposits on file for what you call Australia and some other
landmasses, such as Japan, Britain, and Hawaii. But we’ll have to do something about the
hideous hives and encrustations you’ve built all over the surface.”“Hives?” I queried. The
hysterical quality in my voice had returned. “Encrustations? Do you mean our cities?”“Whatever
you wish to call them,” said Ishmael. “They’re unsuitable for the species that will be moving in.”
He stopped and waved his tentacles. “Here’s the ship’s control base—the Overwatch.”The
corridor culminated at a wide entrance to a command center or bridge. There was a massive
view screen or window at the front that curved outward. I couldn’t tell whether it was the top of
the saucer or something that protruded from the side, or even if the ship flew vertically or
horizontally on its axis.The pair of other Cthulhui were already positioned in front of two six-foot
pedestals that supported large metallic orbs resting at the top. Several of each alien’s tentacles
were wrapped around the strange consoles and played them like instruments.Ishmael
communicated some musical notes to the pilots who made noises in return.“The three of us will
be the crew to transport you to Bellissimas,” explained Ishmael.“What a glorious view!” Irene
said, looking at the array of ships and stars.“You get used to it,” Ishmael commented. The alien
then fluted some intriguing sounds to his comrades, like whale songs, and the ship glided
forward at a faster rate. “Accelerate!” he translated.“Do we have to strap in, or anything?” I asked
in terror.Two of Ishmael’s eyestalks waggled in my direction. “You won’t feel any gravitational
forces unless the dampeners flick off for some reason. If we hit a solar storm—or one of the
pilots sneezes. Then you may end up like them.”He flicked one of its tendrils towards a wall that
displayed a multicolored artwork with lots of drippy colors.“Looks like a Jackson Pollock!” I



observed.“We were ferrying an ambassador and one of her husbands from an insect species
called The Swarm, when Pollux here,” Ishmael motioned to the alien on the right, “suddenly
sneezed from every orifice. Didn’t realize he was allergic to them. Caused a sudden rift in the
graviton flux, and the next thing you know, they’re splat against the wall. Very acidic multicolored
blood. We’ll never get that stain off.”“So, it’s not abstract expressionist art?” I concluded.“Let’s
hope you’re not allergic to humans,” Zaggar said loudly to the pilot.“I may be allergic to some
things,” the alien replied in fluty English, “but I’m not deaf!”Irene tactfully changed the subject.
“How did you learn English? Did you all take a course? What about other Earth languages?”“It
took a few flexizens—several months in your time—to assemble the fleet on this side of the
wormhole, then make the trip to the inner planets. So, many of us became absorbed with those
television broadcasts emanating from your world. We learned all the major languages… Kya aap
hindee bolate hain,” he asked in what sounded like a musical Hindi. “We love the Bollywood! But
honestly, with that kind of radiation blasting from your planet, it’s amazing you didn’t attract a
race like The Swarm already. Even with the quarantine, they might have flocked to your world
and devoured your forests, jungles and crops, not to mention a large percentage of your citizens,
during one of their feeding frenzies.”The ship buzzed through a phalanx of other vessels which
broadcast a welcome or warning chime as we passed. Sort of like an elevator dinging past
floors.“I can’t believe I’m wishing for the simpler times of whizzing through the multiverse in
Mason’s elevator,” I said.“As I always say,” Zaggar said, “You never really appreciate the pan until
you’ve jumped into the fire.”I gave him a look. “No, you don’t. You’ve never said that before!”Irene
interrupted discreetly. “What about when we get to Bellissimas?” she asked Ishmael. “How will
we understand whatever aliens live there?”“You’ll be the aliens,” Ishmael observed. “But I
suppose it’s time to fit you with translators.”One of his tendrils disappeared into a fold in his skin
and withdrew three small capsules.“Swallow these,” he said. “Nanites will travel to your brain
where they’ll translate Interstellar Common Tongue and dozens of other languages you’re likely
to encounter, even many outside your frequency range. They’ll also translate languages that are
communicated through color flashes and noxious odors.”“Nanites?” I inquired. “Are they alive?
Are they lactose free?”“They are artificial Blabberbots, one of the most successful inventions in
history. They made the Trigosh Tribunal the second most powerful clan in the galaxy next to the
Emperor’s Sabbotix Society. They’ll travel into your brain long before they hit your stomach.
Afterwards, you must consume much more food and liquid than normal, as the bots will need the
nutrients to multiply inside your body. Not only will they translate languages, they’ll also assist
your lungs with adjusting to different atmospheres. Believe me, it comes in handy for feeble
creatures like you.”Ishmael distributed the three capsules into our hands.Zaggar was
unconvinced. “But even if we can understand other languages,” he said, “How will other species
understand us? Are they programmed for American English?”Ishmael turned an exasperated
muddy color, his tendrils shivering like branches in a crosscurrent of wind. “When the time
comes, your Blabberbots will communicate with any aliens in your vicinity in frequencies beyond
your abilities to detect. Just speak normally, and any individual with the translators will be able to



understand what you’re saying. Though, on occasion there may be
discrepancies.”“Discrepancies?” I asked. “Just what kind of discrepancies?”Ishmael’s tendrils
quivered in frustration. “Deadly discrepancies. Just be exact about your needs and careful about
those awful things you call colloquialisms. For instance, while watching your entertainment
shows, I noticed a character might state a phrase like ‘I’d pay an arm and a leg for that,’ or ‘just
kill me now!’ You might quickly find yourself missing some treasured limbs, or deceased. Now
swallow.”The DNA command was still effective because I could not disobey the order. Instantly,
my entire focus was on swallowing the Tic Tac-shaped pill. My hand jumped to my mouth and
inserted the pellet, as did my companions.“Hmmm… minty?” Irene said.“Mine’s lemony,”
observed the detective. “Hint of mango.”I nearly gagged. “What is that? I’m going to throw
up.”“Oh,” said Ishmael. “You must have received one for a divergent race. You’d love it if you were
any one of several species of worm. They’re employed on a host of worlds for eating sewage.”I
tried to spit it out, but the capsule had already dissolved, and things were clawing up my nasal
cavities looking for a blood vessel to the brain, I supposed.“It tickles,” Irene said, and giggled.
“Like champagne bubbles! In fact, I feel a little tipsy.” She reached for Zaggar’s arm.Then the
pain hit me. First it was like a brain-freeze when you drink something too cold too fast. Then, like
volts of electricity pulsing through my head.“My skull’s going to explode!” I gasped.“Don’t resist,”
Ishmael scolded in a minor key.The pain intensified, making me collapse to my knees. I
hammered my fists on the floor in agony.“Now, now, Robbins,” Zaggar said. “Always the dramatic
one. You missed your calling on stage.”“Get them out!” I screamed, as something tried to chisel
through my brain. “My head’s going to explode!”Ishmael’s stalks waved. “Trying to prove you’re
sentient-adjacent, but you can’t even process basic Blabberbots?”My vision blurred in pain.
Zaggar and Irene were saying something, but the nanites were having the opposite effect on me
now. I couldn’t understand a thing they were saying. Ishmael was blaring incomprehensible
noises at me. Loud static blasted my ears.“How could you give me a pill for sewage-worms!” I
shouted. But instead of English I heard gibberish. My terror ramped up because I couldn’t even
understand words uttered from my own lips.Ishmael explained something to Zaggar and Irene,
who nodded and looked at me with concern. I figured they were discussing my impending
demise and possible eulogies.Ishmael retrieved his cube from a skin pouch and extended it
toward me. It lit up with an array of flickering colors, then emitted a piercing siren that made my
friends cover their ears. The frequency climbed higher as the alien fiddled with the squares.The
more elevated the pitch became, the less my head hurt, though, until the squeal passed my
ability to perceive it.Ishmael fluted at me, and I understood his words. But not in the same way as
when he was speaking his version of English. Intuitively, I knew he was communicating in his
own language, but now I could understand it.“Just needed to adjust the programming,” he
explained. “Your brain structure is simpler than the worms. You were on overload. Another minute
or two, and who knows what would have happened? I might have had to clean up another ugly
mess. Questions would be asked! Now, let me prepare your chambers. What’s preferable for
your species? One large room for all of you, or separate spaces for each?”“Separate ones,”



Irene said quickly.“Is there a bathroom?” I wanted to know. “A shower?”The alien’s tentacles
wriggled, and his color darkened in annoyance. “What kind of hosts do you take us for? The
ship’s computer will 3D print suitable habitats for you based on your favorite accommodations. It
will just take a few more fleximins.”“But how do you know our favorite accommodations?” I
queried.His eyes-stalks communicated looks of scorn, which I figured was a translation from the
nanites.“From the brain scans we took when you were brought aboard in the light escalator of
course,” Ishmael fluted. “We have downloaded your information into our databanks, which I can
access through my mindlink. I know what you consumed for breakfast on your third birthday, and
all about your multiverse adventure. How could you kill Frodo like that?”“I did not kill Frodo!” I
protested. “His death had been stalking him for years! He just lost concentration.”His tentacles
waggled. “I beg to differ,” he replied haughtily.Chapter 4The saucer navigated among the alien
vessels, giant spheres sporting enormous rivets and thousands of portholes allowing traffic for
automobile-sized personal carriers up to large buses and trains of cargo containers. Massive
buildings protruded from the surfaces at random intervals, perhaps industrial areas. They
seemed more like eco-systems of mini-planets than ships.My bladder was becoming
increasingly insistent about my negligence, when a pleasant chime sounded inside the
cabin.Ishmael waved some tentacles and allowed some windy sounds to escape his valves.
Again, I understood effortlessly.“The printer has completed building your habitats,” declared the
alien. “Shall we inspect them?”“I hope it’s not a far walk,” I said. “I really need to use a
facility.”Somehow the alien understood exactly what I was talking about.“I perceive your distress,”
it said. “I did not realize this was such a problem with you beings.”He exhumed the Rubik’s Cube
again, spun some layers around and wafted it past my lower abdomen.“What a relief! How did
you do that?”“We can atomize entire oceans,” he said. “The liquid in your puny bladder is
simple.”Irene cleared her throat meaningfully.“You too?” The alien passed the cube near her
waist, causing an amazed expression to cross her face. “Agents train to hold our bladders for
days,” she said. “But the drinks I had at the loft were making themselves felt.”Zaggar stepped
forward now. “Well, if you will do me the favor,” he said, “I wouldn’t mind seeing what the fuss is
about. Strictly for scientific purposes, of course.”“Of course,” I responded.The alien waved the
multicolored cube past the detective, whose face suddenly seemed more relaxed.“Amazing,” he
ventured. “Quite the experience.”“Walk this way,” Ishmael commanded.“That may not be
possible,” I said, “But we’ll follow.”The alien stood for a moment, tentacles waving in confusion.
Then it trilled an arpeggio, which I took to be laughter, and undulated through an arch that
connected the bridge to the circular ramp.***ISHMAEL SHUFFLED DOWN the passageway
extending rootlike toes forward, which then pulled the rest of his body ahead. His trunk-like legs
bent moderately in any direction. He possessed omni-directional perception through his multiple
stalks, and probably sensed everything in 360 degrees, possibly more, perceiving his
environment spherically. No way you’d be able to sneak up on any of these creatures!Around the
first curve we found three portals configured with the iris-style openings, like camera
shutters.“Interesting technology,” Zaggar said. “Very efficient for a ship. You say you printed



these rooms?”“It’s flexispace for different species. The Swarmites were here prior to you, but
they preferred a more noxious atmosphere, even with their nanites, and had different bodily
requirements. So, I’ve had the central computer, Athenar, dissolve their rooms and print fresh
Earth-style apartments for you. This one is for the Zigzag, that’s for the Irene, and the third for the
Robbins.”“Don’t call him Zigzag,” I protested. “And how in the world did you know that name,
anyway! Did we even mention our names! Don’t tell me… the brain scan?”“Not just a brain scan,
an entire biological scan,” responded the alien. “It allowed Athenar to adjust the ship’s
atmosphere for you, as my species can breathe a plurality of gases—which makes us valuable
as pilots and crew. During the trip, Athenar will slowly adjust the atmosphere, allowing your
nanites to adapt your lungs to breathe the air of Bellissimas.”“That’s amazing,” I
said.“Elementary,” said the alien. “Do you approve of your accommodations?”The first iris
opened to reveal Irene’s quarters: a penthouse at a five-star Greek island resort.“Wonderful,”
Irene said. She twirled around. “It’s exactly like the room I stayed in during a romantic vacation.”
She flushed with the memory, then nearly danced over to the king-sized bed fitted with fluffy
pillows and soft sheets, which she rubbed between two fingers. “At least a thousand thread-
count,” she said. “And this was all just 3D printed?”“Of course. We don’t have apartments fitted
out like Greek island hotel rooms aboard the ship. It’s printed with hard-light.”“Like a hologram?” I
asked, commending myself for coming to that astute conclusion before the Quantum Detective
could interject.Ishmael seemed to shrug. “If you must call it something you can understand. The
difference between a 3D hard-light printer and a hologram is like the difference between reality
and a dream. Even though you can still perceive both. Shall we inspect the Zigzag’s room?”We
shifted over to Zaggar’s doorway, which irised open. “Astounding!” the detective exclaimed.“It’s
just like mine!” Irene said. “Did you stay at the Ambassador on Santorini, too?”“Of course!”
Zaggar said. “My favorite destination.”“Isn’t that just dandy,” I mumbled. “I can’t wait to see
mine!”We moved over to my doorway, where the iris dilated open. Inside, the space was bursting
with impressionist colors, but it was nothing like Zaggar and Irene’s posh rooms. This was quite
humble, fitted with a single wood-framed bed, straight-backed wooden chairs with straw seats, a
table in the corner and some portraits on the wall over the single wooden bed.“It looks like Van
Gogh’s room at Arles!” I exclaimed. “Why did you take that image from my brain? I haven’t seen
that painting in years!”“Your mind was confused and hysterical when you were ascending. You’re
lucky to have gotten this one.”“I do love that scene,” I said. “When I was a kid, my parents had a
poster of it hanging in the living room that I used to stare at. But I don’t want to live there! I want a
room like theirs,” I demanded.“Reprinting the room is not in the budget,” Ishmael announced.
“And even so, it’s unlikely to change, as this is deeply rooted in your subconscious. No matter
what you do, it will just reassert itself.”“Does this place even have a bathroom? A
shower?”“Sanitary facilities? It looks like they may be located beyond one of those doors,”
Ishmael said.In Van Gogh’s painting there are two doors depicted on either side of the room. The
door to the right was the entrance opening to the second-floor landing. In actuality, the door on
the left opened to a guest room that Van Gogh had prepared for his friend, Paul Gauguin, who



was scheduled to visit. But in my childhood imagination, I’d always assumed it was a lavatory.
So, I swung the door open.It was indeed a bathroom. To my dismay, however, the sink was
stained with ancient rust, the inside of the toilet was tea-brown from mineral build-up and
seemed to be running. The decrepit claw-foot tub looked like it had been recovered from a
junkyard, with a water pipe rising to a rusted, dripping shower head. The curtain was bunched up
at the end, black with mold. Likewise, the grout in the tiled walls and floor was discolored by dark
grunge.“Disgusting!” I said. “What kind of 3D printing is this!”Zaggar stepped up to the faucet
and turned on the hot water handle. Brown water drizzled out of the showerhead with nearly non-
existent pressure. When I put my hand under it, it was ice cold.“Will it at least heat up?”“It’s not
real water,” Ishmael said. “It’s a hard-light stream that approximates water to your senses, and
you did not specify that it should be hot,” said Ishmael.“I didn’t specify anything!”“Well, there you
go, then. You should be happy you’ve received this much!”Just then, a braying noise blasted
through a narrow window at the far end of the main room, followed by two men cursing in
French.I strode over to the window and looked over a bustling street with a park situated across
the road. Two workers were arguing over a cart of potatoes spilled on the cobblestones, fronted
by a frightened mule. It looked perfectly lifelike.“What’s this?” I cried.Zaggar and Irene stepped
up behind me and laughed.“You must have had quite the imagination as a boy,” Zaggar said.“I
used to spend hours gazing at the picture, wondering what was outside that window,” I said. “I
suppose I might have imagined something like this at one point.”“Well, there you go,” Ishmael
fluted. “I trust everything is in order? When you hear a chime at thirteen flexihours, it will be time
to ingest sustenance in the flexihall down the corridor. I will try to meet you there, but must clean
out my vocal valves, as they feel itchy. I might have a slight allergy to humans. Maybe it will
diminish after you wash your bodies.”He gave me a wary look.“Wait! I can’t sleep in this room for
a month!”Ishmael’s tendrils curled and writhed. “Oh, what you call a month is just the time it will
take to get to the wormhole from here. But this system is way out in what you might describe as
the boondocks. We will have to traverse the wormhole for the main journey of a few hundred light
years, but then there will be multiple smaller jumps to reach Bellissimas! And time in a wormhole
is especially subjective. It may seem like minutes to one being and years to another. Even
among different members of the same species. Many races prefer to sleep through it. Perhaps
you should consider a revitalizing hibernation on this comfortable sleeping platform?”“Humans
don’t hibernate!” I told him. “I like to get eight hours of sleep, but that bed looks hard as rock! And
I don’t know how I’ll manage to even close my eyes with that racket outside the window. Can we
at least turn off the sound?”At that moment, our ears were assaulted by an accordion playing a
rousing French polka.“What in the heck is that?” I asked.“You should know,” Ishmael said. “It’s
your imagination.”The bizarre being suddenly shifted direction, expelled an odoriferous blast of
air and shuffled into the corridor. Displaying enviable speed, his rooty toes sprung forward,
gripped the floor, and ushered the strange being away from us posthaste.Zaggar stepped back
to the window and peered out. “An energetic can-can,” he proclaimed. “I say, Robbins. A lovely
choice for such an auspicious occasion!”Chapter 5I didn’t bother trying to wash up in that sad



excuse for a bathroom, just dropped onto the lumpy cot that prickled with straw stuffing. Despite
the awful street noise, I fell into a deep sleep for what seemed like a minute before I awoke to a
piercing siren that echoed through the room. My heart rattled like a machine-gun in my chest.I
jumped to my feet. “Fire!” I yelled. “Fire!” I ran to the door, which cycled open, and exited onto the
ramp.“Fire!” I yelled, banging on Zaggar’s portal, then shifted to Irene’s and did the same.The
doorways opened to reveal each occupant looking calm and perplexed.“Stop making such a
racket!” Zaggar said. “It’s the dinner chime.”“Chime! It sounded like an air-raid siren! I assumed
we were on fire or under attack!”“Nonsense, my friend. Listen to it.”Inside the detective’s
apartment there was a pleasant chime—one that any cellphone maker would dearly love to
steal. Athenar’s soothing but androgynous voice was saying, “Dinner is now being served in the
flexihall. Just follow the green arrows. Enjoy your meal and remember to have a wonderful
day!”“Not a flexiday?” I scoffed. “I’m already tired of all this flexi stuff. How am I supposed to
understand anything if time and distance are all subjective and relational?”“But that’s perfect for
you, Robbins,” declared Zaggar. “Now you won’t be late. As I always say, timeliness is next to
godliness.”“Well, you do say that one often enough,” I agreed. “Though I’ve always wondered if
punctuality would be a more suitable word than timeliness?”“I’ve waited years for you to question
that! But it wouldn’t sound as good. In any case, imagine how you could improve your chances of
winning a 5K race if the faster runners had to cover the full distance, but you only had to run the
last 100 yards! Like grading on a curve. All those C’s and D’s you received in my class might
have been A’s and B’s.”“I think this flexi-stuff is horrible,” I protested. “What about anything? Is a
lie a mere flexi-fact? What’s the difference between me wanting to stop at Papaya King for a
quick hot dog because I’m feeling peckish, while a Cthulhu feels peckish for an entire cow? Is
that being flexikish?”“From the smells they exude,” Zaggar said, “I imagine they eat something
more exotic than steak. But that’s the point. I think the flexi-concept is genius.” He pointed at
some green arrows blinking on the floor. “Shall we flexi-go?”***WE FOLLOWED BLINKING
arrows that progressed in front of us as we walked. But I couldn’t help stopping to gaze out a
porthole at the starlit space beyond.“It looks like we’re already approaching Mars,” I said. “And
there are dozens of planetoid ships surrounding it. What are they doing?”The ships emitted
beams similar to the light-escalator, but much larger, enveloping the planet.“Probably the start of
the terraforming project,” Zaggar observed.“Creating an atmosphere?” Irene suggested.“But
they’re not supposed to be doing anything!” I said. “I thought they were shutting down the project
until we proved our sentience. And do not say it must be flexi-something!”“Ishmael explained
they would begin work on the other planets in the event you fail the sentience test,” Zaggar
reminded me.“Well, if you ask me, they’re a bunch of hypocrites,” I said. “Everything is flexi-this
and flexi-that, but they don’t have a flexible category for sentience? I hope I can get used to all
this nonsense during a year of mining.”The arrows curved to the right and led us to a large
entryway. Instead of the now familiar circular iris, this one depicted a grand entrance into a fancy
hotel.“This wasn’t here on the way up,” I said.“Another example of their technology,” Zaggar said.
“Imagine being able to redecorate an apartment this easily!”“Yes, that’s the first thing I would do



with it,” I replied. “Why use it for something as silly as fabricating habitats for the homeless, for
instance?”Glass doors opened automatically to admit us. Inside was a dining room with several
tables set with white tablecloths, polished silver, and crystal glasses. Roman columns held up a
lofty ceiling sporting a giant chandelier. Incredibly, other humans dined in animated conversation
at other tables.“They’ve even manufactured fake people as part of the atmosphere,” I said.It
looked all the world like a posh dining room on Earth, except for one unavoidable fact. Standing
in the center of the room was a mammoth Cthulhu.“Ishmael?” I asked.“You don’t recognize me?”
he fluted angrily. His skin cycled through a series of dark, splotchy colors. “I suppose all Cthulhu
look the same to you since you’re so visually challenged. On my world you would be considered
blind.”“This is quite the setup,” Irene said. “More of your 3D printing?”Ishmael’s tendrils swiveled
about in a smoother, more synchronized manner, a fresh movement I hadn’t noticed during any
prior exchanges. His colors transitioned from the dark splotchy hues back to the lovely cerulean
blue. Irene, it seemed, had a positive effect on everyone, even aliens.“It’s a hard-light
environment,” Ishmael explained. “Only temporary. We took it from images on your
communications internet. It will last long enough for you to ingest sustenance during your time
aboard. We even provided other printed humanoid creatures to improve the ambiance.”“Ingest
sustenance? You mean, eat?” I said hopefully.The storm-cloud coloration flooded back.
“Whatever you choose to call it,” Ishmael breathed at me with a discordant noise accompanied
by a dismaying odor that almost made me lose my appetite. Apparently, this fetid blast
pinpointed only me, as my friends did not flinch. “Now sit!”We obeyed the order, sitting on heavy
plush chairs with wine-colored cushions. The power of the DNA command must have
dissipated, allowing me to make my own decision to do so, though.“This room was obviously
fashioned on the Waldorf dining room,” Zaggar observed.“I’m not so fancy,” I mentioned. “A pub
would have been fine.”“This was a random choice, I assure you,” said Ishmael. “Order anything
you like. Athenar will create it out of protein and other organic molecules. You may say it aloud,
or we can scan your brain if you prefer.”“I’ve had enough scans and things done to my brain,” I
replied. “I’ll never forget the pain from the Blabberbots. I don’t want to imagine what they might
be doing now. Probably laying eggs or something.”“Nothing of the sort, human,” stated Ishmael.
“They fuel themselves from your biological system, split like cells, then grow among your
neurons. Most beings will hardly notice it. Others may forget a year or two of their lives. Certainly
worth the advantages you gain.”“What!” I cried. “Which years? How will I know if I forget
them?”“Calm down,” Zaggar said. “You’re on a mission to save humanity. That’s of paramount
importance.”“Yes, I suppose so,” I conceded.“You can order anything available on the menu of
any restaurant on Earth,” Ishmael told us. “We’ve downloaded everything. It will be as if the chef
themselves cooked for you. I will also take the opportunity to ingest some biofuel.”Since we
could order anything, I tried an expensive Wagyu beef hamburger I’d read about before the
whole multiverse meltdown. Irene ordered a simple grilled chicken Caesar Salad and Zaggar
settled on a bouillabaisse in the style of Le Petit Nice Passédat, a three-star Michelin restaurant
in Marseille.The food was delivered by a robotic server about four-feet high that flaunted a



number of metallic tendrils holding trays. Sort of a small, mechanical Cthulhu.“Cute little guy,” I
said as it delivered what looked like an incredible hamburger topped with slices of heirloom
tomato and truffles with a side of perfect-looking fries. My mouth watered. I’d never been so
hungry in my life. “Maybe this trip won’t be so bad after all,” I postulated.The robot dispensed
Zaggar and Irene’s dishes while Ishmael looked on, his tendrils fairly still for once, his coloration
a content blue.“Bon appétit,” said Irene with enthusiasm. She dove into her salad with gusto,
then smiled. “Delicious. Very fresh. Exactly what I wanted.”Zaggar was equally delighted with his
bouillabaisse. “Just like the one I enjoyed in France!”I picked up the burger, sunk my teeth into it,
and nearly gagged.“I don’t understand,” I said. “Mine tastes like they shoveled it off the stable
floor. It’s more cow patty than cow.”“The nanites must be interfering with your taste center,”
Ishmael informed me.“Reprogram them!” I demanded. “I can’t eat like this.”He shrugged his
tendrils and turned scarlet tinged with orange and yellow around the edges. This was the first
time this particular color combination had presented itself.“I’m afraid that’s beyond my
reprogramming capabilities,” he responded. “You must acclimate to the circumstances or find
something the Blabberbots prefer. Since yours were originally programed for sewage-worms,
you might consider something more in that category.”“You must be kidding?” I said. “Remove
them now. Get me ones like they have!” I ordered, pointing to my companions.“That’s
impossible,” said Ishmael. “Your nanites are now in a symbiotic relationship with you. Permanent
guests, so to speak. Feed them what they need, or they’ll take more than brain cells.”The waiter-
bot returned with a tank filled with large-eyed jellyfish creatures swimming around. It smelled like
rotting fish.“Looks delicious,” Ishmael remarked.He dipped a trunk into the water. The creatures
became agitated, darting about to evade capture. But the Cthulhu’s tentacle employed a suction
capability, vacuuming a panicked jellyfish into his valve. Its eyes bulged in fear as the alien
wrested it from the tank and lifted it triumphantly in the air.“Help!” the jellyfish squealed. “No!
Please, no!” My translator bots apparently understood its language.“You’re eating it alive?” I
asked. “But it’s pleading for its life!”“Yes, of course,” fluted Ishmael through a valve, his color
turning bright yellow. “My kind only eats live food.”“It’s talking. It’s not only alive, it’s intelligent,” I
argued.The poor creature made a final shriek as Ishmael sucked it up his trunk valve.“Intelligent,
yes,” conceded the alien. “Sentient, no. Like you.”***WE WATCHED IN HORROR as the Cthulhu
consumed four more of the terrified creatures before he shuffled toward the exit.“We’ve passed
Mars and are now beyond most of the fleet,” he announced, then belched one of his toxic
discharges. “Jupiter and Saturn are nearly aligned with Earth right now, and we will eventually
pass close enough for you to enjoy the view. Uranus and Neptune are currently far away in their
orbits, so you won’t see them, but we will have a close flyby of Pluto. You may even be able to
view the ancient ruins there. The original solar system was a tad unstable at one point, so the
Alantikisans brought in a dead planet from another solar system to balance things out. Seems to
have worked… mostly.”“But Pluto is a just a planetoid!” I objected.The alien waved its tentacles
in frustration. “Semantics!” he fluted, turning a crisp magenta. “Your Pluto was once part of a
thriving network of planets orbiting another star. But the beings there had a disagreement about



a minor religious detail regarding their promotion to galactic sentience, so waged war and
obliterated each other.” He shrugged. “Many flexennia ago, of course. But it happens
occasionally. Such a shame. This planet, previously called Altabar by a race that might remind
you of big butterflies, was quite lovely. Now it’s just a weight to keep your solar system in
equilibrium.”
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